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BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR REINSTATEMENT

The University of Colorado and the Board of Regents of the University of Colorado
respectfully submit their brief opposing Professor Churchill’s Motion for Reinstatement.

Introduction
Professor Churchill has not proven that the Court should invoke its discretionary
equitable power to reinstate. He attempts to mischaracterize the jury’s verdict, but the
Court should not disregard the jury’s finding that Professor Churchill is entitled only to a
nominal sum of damages. Because the jury determined that Professor Churchill’s proper
remedy was a nominal sum, the verdict precludes Professor Churchill from arguing that he
suffered any economic or non-economic losses that reinstatement would alleviate. None of
the authorities that Professor Churchill cites in his brief support his reinstatement.
Equity exists “to promote and achieve justice.” Board of Commissioners of Pitkin County
v. Timroth, 87 P.3d 102, 107 (Colo. 2004). The Court will serve justice if it gives effect to
the jury’s verdict, which can be seen only as a complete repudiation of Professor Churchill’s
scholarship and the jury’s ultimate conclusion that he destroyed his own reputation. Equity
does not allow Professor Churchill to claim that reinstatement will remedy non-existent
injuries. Equity does not allow Professor Churchill to overlook the harm that reinstatement
will impose upon the University, its faculty, its students, and the community of Native
American scholars. Equity recognizes that the jury had the “exclusive province” to decide
whether Professor Churchill suffered a compensable injury, and “courts may not invade that
power, nor disturb it, except for injustice manifestly appearing.” Colorado Springs & I. Ry.
Co. v. Kelley, 176 P. 307, 310 (Colo. 1918). No injustice occurs if Professor Churchill
receives only the award the jury intended.
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I.

The Jury’s Verdict Precludes Equitable Relief

After a four-week trial and more than a day of deliberations, the jury asked, “Is 0$ an
option?” The Court conferred with counsel and instructed, “If you find in favor of the
plaintiff, but do not find any actual damages, you shall nonetheless award him nominal
damages in the sum of one dollar.” 1 Within an hour, the jury returned its verdict, followed
the Court’s instructions, and awarded a single dollar. The Court polled the jurors and each
juror agreed with the verdict. Professor Churchill has not asked the Court to set aside the
jury’s verdict reflecting that he suffered no actual damages. Reinstatement or other
equitable relief in the absence of actual damages is not only unnecessary, but unwarranted.
The jury determined that Professor Churchill’s constitutional injury was nominal,
and a nominal injury should not serve as a basis for reinstatement or any other equitable
relief. The United States Supreme Court has already determined that a constitutional injury
does not automatically entitle a litigant to any substantial form of relief. “Common-law
courts traditionally have vindicated deprivations of certain ‘absolute’ rights that are not
shown to have caused actual injury through the award of a nominal sum of money.” Carey v.
Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 266 (1977). Stated more directly, “[N]ominal damages, and not
damages based upon some undefinable ‘value’ of infringed rights, are the appropriate means
of ‘vindicating’ rights whose deprivation has not caused actual, provable injury.” Memphis
Community School District v. Stachura, 477 U.S. 299, 308 n11 (1986).

1

Exhibit A, Juror Questions and Court Response.
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As such, the Tenth Circuit recognizes that “nominal damages are a mere token,
signifying that the plaintiff's rights were technically invaded even though he could not prove
any loss or damage.” Griffith v. State of Colorado Division of Youth Services, 17 F.3d 1323, 1327
(10th Cir. 1994). Where Professor Churchill’s constitutional injury is only nominal, his
proper remedy is the nominal damages that the jury awarded to him. Significantly, none of
the cases cited in the Motion for Reinstatement considered the circumstances where a jury
has determined that a plaintiff suffered only a nominal injury. 2 None of them compels or
To the contrary, in all of the cases cited in Professor Churchill’s brief where a jury rendered a
verdict, the court’s consideration of reinstatement followed the jury’s assessment of compensatory
damages. The cases are cited in the order in which they appear in the Motion for Reinstatement.
2

Jackson v. City of Albuquerque, 890 F.2d 225, 226 (10th Cir. 1989) (jury assessed $70,000 in compensatory
damages and punitive damages of $70,000);
Starrett v. Wadley, 876 F.2d 808, 824 (10th Cir. 1989) (jury assessed $75,0000 in damages);
James v. Sears, Roebuck & Company, 21 F.3d 989, 995 n4 (10th Cir. 1994)(jury assessments per plaintiff ranged
between $54,074 and $84,728);
Woodhouse v. Magnolia Hospital, 92 F.3d 248, 252 (5th Cir. 1996) (jury assessed $50,700 in back pay and
$50,700 in liquidated damages);
Phillip v. ANR Freight Systems, Inc., 61 F.3d 669, 672 (8th Cir. 1995) (jury assessments per plaintiff ranged
between $24,658 and $45,057);
Brunnemann v. Terra International, Inc., 975 F.2d 175,180 (5th Cir. 1992) (jury assessed $100,000 in
compensatory damages and $100,000 in liquidated damages);
Farber v. Massillon Board of Education, 908 F.2d 65, 69 (6th Cir. 1990) (jury assessed $76,383, reduced to
$38,817 by trial court);
Spulak v. K-Mart Corp., 894 F2d 1150, 1152 (10th Cir. 1990) (not specifying amounts, but stating that “the
jury returned a verdict in favor of Spulak . . . and awarded him back pay and liquidated damages”);
Anderson v. Phillips Petroleum Company, 861 F.2d 631, 633 (10th Cir. 1988) (jury assessed $200,000 in
compensatory damages and court-ordered liquidated damages of $23,989);
EEOC v General Van Lines, 865 F.2d 1555, 1557 (10th Cir. 1989) (jury assessments per plaintiff ranged
between $916 and $1,002);
Swanson v. Martwick, 726 F.Supp. 210, 210 (jury assessed $87,000 in damages);
Gomez v Rivera Rodriguez, 344 F.3d 103, 122, Appendix (1st Cir. 2003) (jury assessments per plaintiff ranged
between $25,000 and $40,000);
Price v. Marshall Erdman & Associates, Inc., 966 F.2d 320, 322 (jury assessed $178,000 in backpay between
date of discharge and date of trial);
Bingman v. Natkin & Co, 937 F.2d 553, 554 (10th Cir. 1991) (jury assessed $78,302 in damages); and
McKnight v. General Motors Company, 908 F.2d 104, 107 (7th Cir. 1990) (jury assessed $110,000 in damages).
(footnote continues on next page)
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even suggests that a trial court should grant reinstatement over a jury’s finding that a
constitutional violation caused no actual damages. Nor could a court grant reinstatement
without an actual injury because “in fashioning equitable relief, a district court is bound both
by a jury's explicit findings of fact and those findings that are necessarily implicit in the jury's
verdict.” Bartee v. Michelin North America, Inc., 374 F.3d 906, 910 (10th Cir. 2006). Stated
another way, when “the jury verdict by necessary implication reflects the resolution of a
common factual issue . . . the district court may not ignore that determination, and it is
immaterial whether, as here, the district court is considering equitable claims with elements
different from those of the legal claims which the jury had decided (as may often be the
case).” Ag Services of America, Inc. v. Nielsen, 231 F.3d 726, 732 (10th Cir.2000).

Obviously, cases in which a jury did not make an assessment of damages are not comparable to
Professor Churchill’s case, but in each reinstatement case cited in Professor Churchill’s brief that did not
involve a jury verdict, a court determined that the plaintiff’s past economic harm was more than nominal.
Barnes v. Bosley, 568 F.Supp. 1406, 1413 (E.D. Mo. 1983) (awarding unspecified backpay, including
restoration of service time, health and pension benefits);
Goodwin v. LaPolla, 589 F.Supp. 1423, 1435 (N.D.N.Y 1984) (awarding unspecified salary and benefits
incurred during period of unemployment);
Parker v. Wallace, 596 F.Supp. 739, 747 (M.D. Ala. 1984)(awarding unspecified amount of backpay);
Reeves v. Claiborne County Board of Education, 828 F.2d 1096, 1101 (5th Cir. 1987) (awarding backpay because
plaintiff’s salary dropped from $30,424 to $26,252);
Sterzing v. Fort Bend Independent School Dist., 496 F.2d 92, 93 (5th Cir. 1974) (awarding $20,000 in damages);
Taylor v. Teletype Corp, 648 F.2d 1129, 1131 (8th Cir. 1981) (awarding unspecified backpay);
Nord v. U.S. Steel Corp., 758 F.2d 1462, 1467 (11th Cir. 1985) (awarding $88,960 in backpay); and
Donnellon v. Fruehauf Corp., 794 F.2d 598, 599 (11th Cir. 1986) (awarding unspecified backpay).

Finally, neither of the cases that Professor Churchill cites in footnote 5 of his brief -- Robinson v. City
of Edmond, 68 F.3d 1226, 1233 (10th Cir. 1995) or Ways v. City of Lincoln, 274 F.3d 514, 517 (8th Cir. 2001)
- - is analogous to this case in any way. Robinson was an appeal after the plaintiffs lost an action claiming
that a city seal violated the Establishment Clause. The Tenth Circuit did not enter any relief, but instead
remanded the case to the trial court. Ways challenged the constitutionality of an ordinance prohibiting
sexual contact in the entertainment business. There is no evidence that the plaintiff in Ways asserted a claim
for damages that the court rejected upon finding no actual damage.
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In an effort to avoid the jury’s verdict and its inevitable consequences upon his
request for reinstatement, Professor Churchill attempts to recast his claims and the jury’s
findings. He now argues that all he ever wanted was reinstatement, but ignores his
statements about the goals of the lawsuit, such as, “Somewhere along the line, I'm going to
sue for damages” and “If you want me gone, it will be seven digits instead of six.” 3
From his initial pleadings to the Trial Management Order he sought every possible
measure of damages, including “compensatory, consequential and other damages in amounts
to be proven at trial, including those for physical and mental pain and suffering,
inconvenience, emotional distress, impairment of quality of life, humiliation and
embarrassment, injury to reputation, economic and non-economic losses, [and] financial
hardship.” 4 In support of these claims, Professor Churchill testified not only about his
economic losses, 5 but also the injuries to his reputation that he claimed make him

3

Exhibit B, Amy Herdy, CU Prof Plans Tough Defense, Denver Post (March 31, 2005).

4

Pretrial Order, Page 6.
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Exhibit C, Trial Testimony of Ward Churchill, Vol. II, 32:23-33:25. Professor Churchill’s testimony
about his economic losses included:
Q
A

What was your salary at the University of Colorado?
Well, for about 18 months, it was $94,000 a year.

Q

That is just the retirement. I'm talking about everything, the cost of health insurance you
know do you have any estimate as to what the package benefits CU gave you as a full
professor every year was worth?
If you were to buy it on the open market, I would expect it would probably cost you in the
neighborhood of ten grand. I don't know. Not with any precision.

A

6

unemployable. 6 Professor Churchill also presented Professor Saito’s testimony about the
emotional distress that he allegedly incurred during the past four years. 7

Exhibit C, Trial Testimony of Ward Churchill, Vol. II, 213:6-214:2. Professor Churchill’s testimony
about the damage to his reputation and the effect upon his reputation included:
6

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

In terms of the other offers or the other inquiries, were you ever of a mind that being
labeled a fraud, a plagiarist, a fabricator whose scholarly work is not worth a bucket of spit
or a pitcher of spit, I think is the appropriate term -Yeah.
Warm spit pitcher -Something containing warm spit.
Right. Did that have something to do with the lack of institutions beating your door down?
Yeah. There has been a lack of institutions beating the door down. There have been
inquiries as I indicated that list these two, Minnesota and New Brunswick, as being more in
the form of an offer, but one that could not be consummated. I've had inquiries from
faculties of several institutions over the last two years who in their own right want for me
to join them and basically they were just flat told no by the administration. And that comes
to credibility of scholarship, not within my discipline, not within that circle, but more
broadly as I was explaining this morning.

Exhibit D, Trial Testimony of Natsu Saito, 30:12-34:20. Professor Saito’s testimony about Professor
Churchill’s emotional distress included:

7

Q
A

Okay. Let me ask you this: And this is really the last thing I want to talk to you about.
What was your observation of the effect of all of CU's actions on Ward Churchill
emotionally, professionally, top to bottom health wise, you name it? . . .
It was very exhausting. It was bad for our health obviously very stressful. We weren't
getting any sleep. Ward was working 18 to 20 hours a day most of the time trying to, you
know, answer all these various things that were coming at us. You know, our entire
normal life was disrupted because almost all of his time literally was taken up dealing with,
answering this stuff, at least half of my time was. He was still, you know, initially trying to
teach and so was I. And then I started having to commute back to Atlanta because I went
back to my old job. But it was bad for our health. It was stressful. He had four books that
he had promised that were under contract or, you know, were promised to publishers that
didn't get out. The first one ironically was titled Speaking Truth in the Teeth of Power.
That one never came out. There were several other books that either he had promised or
we were both going to be editing that got promised that didn't get out. Speaking
engagements, a lot of them were cancelled. People would say, Oh, you know, we want to
do students groups or organizations would try to book an event, but then somebody in
their administration would come down on them and say you are not allowed to have him
here. So there was a lot of turmoil.
(footnote continues on next page)
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Professor Churchill and his counsel did not object when the Court instructed the jury
that it could award him damages for “any noneconomic losses or injuries … including
physical and mental pain and suffering, inconvenience, emotional distress, loss of
reputation, and impairment of the quality of life” and “any economic losses or injuries. . . .” 8
Nor did they object when the Court instructed the jury that “difficulty or uncertainty in
determining the precise amount of any damages does not prevent you from deciding an
amount.” 9
The evidence disproves Professor Churchill’s contention that the jury didn’t award
him any money because he never asked for any, but any residual doubt vanishes in light of
Mr. Lane’s closing argument. After reminding the jury that “in America, the dollar solves
all problems,” he made Professor Churchill’s request for damages unmistakably clear:
But what -- what are damages in this case? Damages are justice,
okay? You know the easy ones. He's out 110,000 a year on
salary. That's easy.
Q
A

What was the emotional toll on Ward?
It was really significant. And it was significant at a lot of levels, but I have to tell you that -I mean, it's very exhausting. It's very hurtful when this kind of thing happens, when your
reputation is just being, you know, besmirched and there is nothing that you say that
anybody will listen to. When your 30 years of scholarship are being dismissed as if they
don't matter anymore. But the thing that was most, I think, hurtful to him and to us both is
that, as you've seen, this was used not just to say Ward Churchill has faulty footnotes,
Ward Churchill has this. It was used to discredit his entire body of work. And I think
you've heard testimony that he was, as of about 2000, one of the most, if not the most
cited scholar in his field of American Indian studies, which means that there is all these
other people out there relying, citing to his work. And so it was an attempt to discredit his
entire field of work and entire understanding.

8

Jury Instruction 8.

9

Jury Instruction 11.

8

But what is -- what is a man's reputation worth, to have been
paraded through the national media, having been a distinguished
scholar and an outstanding professor for 30 years, worked your
way up to give a voice to people like dead Arabic kids in Iraq
who don't have a voice in this country, like kids on the
reservation, to inspire them to go to CU. What is a destroyed
reputation worth? I don't know. It's worth of a hell of a lot
more than a little bit of money.
But that's justice. And the Judge says, That's your job. Your
job is to figure out the justice of that. I don't know. Is that
$1.50? Is that $25 million? I don't know what that is. That's
your call. 'Cause Ward Churchill did not get on the witness
stand and ask you for a penny. But the jury instructions say, All
you can do is give money, all right? 10
Mr. Lane started with the proposition that awarding Professor Churchill $110,000 a year
was “easy,” then told the jury that the value of a destroyed reputation is “worth a hell of a lot
more than a little bit of money,” then suggested that the case might be worth up to $25
million, and finished by reminding the jury, “All you can do is give money.”
But that was just the beginning. Mr. Lane returned to the same theme in his rebuttal
and asked the jury to award Professor Churchill a massive amount of damages:
And in the great American justice system, where all pain and all
human misery translates into money, I'm still not going to give
you a number, because that is justice, okay?
What do you believe fairly compensates a man for the crushing
of his identity? What fairly compensates somebody for
destroying his reputation, absolutely dragging it through the
mud on a national level, on an international level?

10

Exhibit E, Mr. Lane’s Closing Argument,29:14-30:10.
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They are all about sending messages. They want to send a
message to students. They want to send a message to faculty.
You need to tell students, you need to tell faculty, not only at
the University of Colorado; you need to tell faculty from one
end of this country to the other, and you need to do it in a big
way. So there will be no mistake that they walk away from here
saying, Well, we had to write Churchill a check for $5.72, so
it's really a win for CU, you need to send a message to everyone
that is listening, which is everyone, what the First Amendment
means, what the First Amendment is worth, in terms of this
man's reputation. And when somebody intentionally sets out to
destroy it and 30 years of scholarship and inspiration and a voice
for people who don't have a voice, send the world your
comments about what the First Amendment is worth. 11
In his final moments with the jury, Mr. Lane spoke only of money, first by explaining to the
jury that “in the great American justice system. . . all pain and all human misery translates
into money,” then asking the jurors to find an amount that “fairly compensates a man for the
crushing of his identity,” then telling the jurors that they needed to send a message “in a big
way” because an award of $5.72 is “really a win for CU,” and ending with a plea to “send the
world your comments about what the First Amendment is worth.” The jury answered
loudly and clearly that the University had not caused Professor Churchill to lose any income,
had not caused him to lose his reputation, had not caused him to suffer any emotional
distress, and that a single dollar in nominal damages was sufficient vindication for his
constitutional injury.

11

Exhibit E, Mr. Lane’s Closing Argument,41:8-42:10.
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In considering any equitable relief stemming from the jury’s verdict, the University
respectfully notes that “a jury is presumed to follow its instructions” and “a jury is presumed
to understand a judge’s answers to its questions.” Weeks v. Angelone, 528 U.S. 225, 234
(2000). Just as a trial court erred when it refused to award front pay after a jury awarded
damages from the date of an employee’s termination to the date of the verdict, it is
inappropriate for the Court to grant prospective relief when the jury has necessarily
determined that Professor Churchill has not suffered an economic or reputational injury that
either reinstatement or front pay would alleviate. Smith v. Diffee Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.,
298 F.3d 955, 965 (10th Cir. 2002). Under these circumstances, awarding reinstatement
or front pay would ultimately disserve equity by providing Professor Churchill with a
windfall. The Court should not contravene the jury’s implied finding that Professor
Churchill suffered no actual damages. 12

Perhaps realizing the dire effect of the jury’s actual verdict upon his request for reinstatement and
hoping to escape the verdict, Professor Churchill’s affidavit argues that the Court should reinstate him
because he reviewed a media story indicating that some members of the jury wanted to award him a
substantial amount of damages. Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill
at ¶6. Colo. R. Evid. 606(b) categorically prohibits this type of collateral attack upon a jury’s actual verdict
by stating that “a juror may not testify as to any matter or statement occurring during the course of the
jury's deliberations or to the effect of anything upon his or any other juror's mind or emotions as influencing
him to assent to or dissent from the verdict or indictment or concerning his mental processes in connection
therewith. . . A juror's affidavit or evidence of any statement by the juror may not be received on a matter
about which the juror would be precluded from testifying.” Rule 606(b)’s “exclusionary principle reaches
everything which relates to the jury’s verdict, unless one of the exceptions applies.” Stewart v. Rice, 47 P.3d
316, 321 (Colo. 2002). No exception applies to Professor Churchill’s affidavit. Applying these principles,
the Colorado Court of Appeals even prohibited a juror from submitting an affidavit stating that the other
jurors had yelled at her and coerced her into reaching a particular verdict. People v. Ferrero, 874 P.2d 468,
474 (Colo. App. 1993). As the Colorado Supreme Court noted less than a year ago, “Colorado does not
allow verdict by affidavit.” People v. Richardson, 184 P.3d 755, 765 (Colo. 2008).
12
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II.

Reinstatement is Not an Appropriate Remedy

If the Court believes it has the ability to consider equitable remedies, the University
respectfully contends that reinstatement is not an appropriate remedy in this case. A district
court has “considerable discretion” in formulating remedies, one of which is reinstatement of
an employee. Carter v. Sedgwick County, 36 F.3d 952, 957 (10th Cir. 1994). Consequently,
“the award of equitable relief by way of reinstatement rests in the discretion of the trial
court and this determination will not be set aside unless [the appellate court is] satisfied that
it is clearly erroneous.” Bingman v. Natkin & Co., 937 F.2d 553, 558 (10th Cir.1991).
A.

Litigation Has Irreparably Damaged the Relationship Between the Parties

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals instructs trial courts that they may deny
reinstatement when, as “a practical matter, a productive and amicable working relationship
would be impossible” or “the employer-employee relationship has been irreparably damaged
by animosity caused by the lawsuit.” Anderson v. Phillips Petroleum Company, 861 F.2d 631,
638 (10th Cir. 1988); Abuan v. Level 3 Communications, Inc., 353 F.3d 1158, 1176 (10th Cir.
2003). This is consistent with the United States Supreme Court’s statements that trial
courts may consider other forms of equitable relief when reinstatement is “not viable
because of continuing hostility between the plaintiff and the employer or its workers.”
Pollard v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 532 U.S. 843, 849-50 (2001). Professor Churchill’s
own statements, as well as his counsel’s, demonstrate ongoing hostility to the University and
illustrate why the Court should deny reinstatement.
12

In many respects, this case mirrors Thornton v. Kaplan, in which the United States
District Court for the District of Colorado examined the practical realities of the highereducation workplace when considering whether reinstatement was an appropriate remedy.
Thornton v. Kaplan, 961 F.Supp. 1433, 1435-36 (D. Colo. 1996). Professor Thornton
prevailed in a lawsuit against Metro State College and the question before Judge Johnson
was whether he should reinstate Professor Thornton to the business school. Professor
Thornton admitted that he did not trust the college’s administration, yet relied “on the
likelihood that his contact with the administration would be limited in his role as a professor
at MSCD” to argue that reinstatement was appropriate. Thornton, 961 F.Supp. at 1439.
Instead of evaluating the potential for successful reinstatement in the vacuum of
Professor Thornton’s post-judgment statements, Judge Johnson looked at the history of
interactions between the parties, from which he concluded:
After having had an opportunity to view the parties and
observe them during motion hearing and trial, the Court
believes that the relationships between the parties are so
strained and that so much hostility exists that
reinstatement is not a workable alternative. In this case,
there appears to be a complete absence of mutual trust
which would foster collegial relationships and the ability
to participate in collaborative projects that are typical in
the academic community. Furthermore, this Court
believes that the actual remedy sought by plaintiff,
reinstatement with tenure, would entangle this Court
excessively in matters that are left best to academic
professionals.
Thornton, 961 F.Supp. at 1439-40.
13

21

Reinstating Professor Churchill is fraught with similar perils. Indeed, not more than

forty-eight hours after the jury’s verdict, Mr. Lane stated, “Anything that is deemed
retaliatory is another lawsuit. If they look at him cross-eyed, they could very well end up
back in court.” 13 Mr. Lane similarly stated that he would file suit if the University assigns
Professor Churchill an inadequate office or class times he doesn’t like. 14 Where Professor
Churchill’s attorney is threatening lawsuits before even filing a Motion for Reinstatement, it
is doubtful that reinstatement will create an amicable and productive work environment.
Moreover, despite Professor Churchill’s affidavit stating “there would be no hostility
on his part directed at the University,” 15 his statements demonstrate the “complete absence
of mutual trust which would foster collegial relationships and the ability to participate in
collaborative projects that are typical in the academic community.” Thornton, 961 F.Supp. at
1439. Since the jury’s nominal verdict, he has called the University’s administration and
witnesses a “string of unprincipled liars” 16 and claimed that the University has “degenerated
to a not very glorified vo-tec, a trade school.” 17 Moreover, he stated, "A random group of
homeless people under a bridge would be far more intellectually sound and principled than
13

Exhibit F, Bruce Finley, Churchill $1 Award Result of One Juror, The Denver Post (April 4, 2009)

Exhibit G, John Aguilar, Churchill Wins His Case, Awarded $1 in Damages, Colorado Daily
(April 2, 2009).
14

15

Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill at ¶7.

16

Exhibit F, Bruce Finley, Churchill $1 Award Result of One Juror, The Denver Post (April 4, 2009).

Exhibit H, John Aguilar, Churchill to Ask for $1M if Judge Won’t Reinstate CU Job, Boulder Daily
Camera (April 6, 2009).
17

14

anything I've encountered at the university so far." 18 He has already provided the Court with
evidence contrary to his affidavit stating that he would “teach [his] classes and discharge all of
[his] other responsibilities professionally and with dignity.” 19 Instead, because Professor
Churchill welcomes (and even invites) conflict, his reinstatement is likely to continue the
pattern of conflict that has marked his career.
If Professor Churchill returns, he will be subject to the same requirements as other
professors, such as annual reviews and periodic intensive post-tenure reviews. 20 In light of
the fact that Professor Churchill’s counsel promises suit if anyone “looks cross-eyed at him,”
the Court should not reinstate Professor Churchill to a position where he can use the threat
of litigation to affect academic decisions, such as whether his research complies with
professional standards. Thornton, 961 F.Supp. at1439. The Dean of the College of Arts &
Sciences will also have to review Professor Churchill’s requests for sabbaticals, course
banking, overload teaching, travel authorizations, and access to discretionary funds, 21 each
of which provides an opportunity for Professor Churchill to claim retaliation.

18

Exhibit AA, Dan Boniface, Churchill Says Brown Wants Him Fired, 9News.com.

19

Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill at ¶7

20

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(a-b) Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at

¶7(a-b).
21

¶7(h).

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶6(i); Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at

15

The Court will necessarily have to retain continuing jurisdiction to enforce any order
of reinstatement. See Battle v. Anderson, 708 F.2d 1523, 1538 (10th Cir. 1983) (stating “the
remedial phase often extends well into the future, requiring the court to exercise continuing
jurisdiction”). On the other hand, the Court is not required to reinstate where its order
“could potentially cause the court to become embroiled in each and every employment
dispute that ar[ises] between the plaintiff and the employer following the plaintiff's
reinstatement.” Bruso v. United Airlines, Inc., 239 F.3d 848, 861-62 (7th Cir.2001). While
judges might hesitate to referee the disputes of any workplace, the United States Supreme
Court recognizes that judges are especially ill-equipped to make academic decisions:
[W]hen judges are asked to review the substance of a genuinely
academic decision ... they should show great respect for the
faculty's professional judgment.... [T]hey may not override it
unless it is such a substantial departure from accepted academic
norms as to demonstrate that the person or committee
responsible did not actually exercise professional judgment.
Considerations of profound importance counsel restrained
judicial review of the substance of academic decisions.
Regents of University of Michigan. v. Ewing, 474 U.S. 214, 225 (1985).
Professor Churchill’s ability to claim retaliation for normal academic decisions looks
mundane, however, compared to the difficulties that the University (or the Court) will
encounter if anyone alleges in the future that Professor Churchill engaged in research
misconduct. The University has no ability to control the decisions of Professor Churchill’s
many critics, some of whom would undoubtedly consider Professor Churchill’s
reinstatement as an invitation to lodge additional complaints of fabrication, falsification, and
16

plagiarism. If the University investigated such a claim of research misconduct in good faith,
Professor Churchill would undoubtedly argue that the investigation was retaliatory. In fact,
Professor Churchill’s history indicates that he would likely file research misconduct
complaints against anyone who participated in the investigation, just as he (or his
supporters) filed research misconduct charges against not only the members of the
Investigative Committee, 22 but also professors like Thomas Brown, against whom Professor
Churchill filed retaliatory research misconduct charges at Lamar University, 23 and Charles
Wilkinson, a professor at the University of Colorado School of Law who co-authored a
casebook with Dean David Getches. 24 Reinstatement under these circumstances places the
University in the no-win position of either facing another lawsuit or effectively immunizing
Professor Churchill from complying with the standards of professional scholarship. 25 Rather
than commit the parties down this dangerous path, the Court should determine that
reinstatement is not appropriate under the circumstances and in light of the University’s
obligation to investigate charges of research misconduct.

22

Trial Exhibits 16-D, 16-C, 16-F, Research Misconduct Complaints Lodged Against Investigating Committee.

23

Exhibit K, Affidavit of Thomas Brown at ¶6.

24

Trial Exhibit 25-229, Research Misconduct Complaint Against Charles Wilkinson.

25

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(j); Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at

¶7(i).
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B.

Reinstating Professor Churchill Will Harm Others

Against all logic, Professor Churchill argues that “the jury’s damage award supports
reinstating [him].” 26 Apparently, he believes that “the jury’s verdict . . . fully vindicated
[him] and [his] scholarship and conduct.” 27 Nothing could be further from the truth.
If the jury believed that Professor Churchill was innocent of the research misconduct
charges against him, the jurors would have responded to Mr. Lane’s entreaty that “a
destroyed reputation” is “worth a hell of a lot more than a little bit of money.” And, if the
jury believed that the University had conspired with its faculty to manufacture a false set of
research misconduct allegations, the jurors would have responded by providing some award
that “fairly compensates a man for the crushing of his identity” and “fairly compensates
somebody for destroying his reputation.” Instead, the jury did not award Professor
Churchill a single penny for reputational injury or emotional distress, which can only be
read as the jurors’ unanimous conclusion that Professor Churchill destroyed his own
reputation through his academic misconduct. The Court should not grant reinstatement
after the jury rejected his claims of reputational injury. Bartee, 374 F.3d at 910.
The record currently stands unimpeached that Professor Churchill’s peers found him
guilty of the most egregious forms of academic misconduct - - plagiarism, fabrication, and
falsification. While Professor Churchill claims that “reinstatement will immeasurably

26

Motion for Reinstatement of Employment at Page 13.

27

Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill at ¶3.
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restore the integrity of my lost reputation amongst my academic peers,” 28 the lack of postverdict support for him among the University of Colorado’s faculty is striking. Of the more
than 8000 faculty members in the University of Colorado system, only nine ( 0.001%)
wrote in support of his reinstatement. 29 Even in Ethnic Studies, only three of the 11 faculty
members voiced any support, 30 despite the fact that the incoming Chair of the Department
solicited each of them to endorse his return.
Despite Professor Churchill’s assertion that reinstatement will restore his standing,
Professor Churchill’s scholarship remains suspect in the eyes of both the administration and
the faculty. 31 Mr. Lane castigates all but three faculty members, claiming that the rest “hid
under their desks,” 32 but the reality is that university faculty will not overlook the research
misconduct that Professor Churchill still defends. Because he has never acknowledged any
misconduct, there is little reason to believe that Professor Churchill will abide by the
standards of professional scholarship in the future. Under these circumstances, the Court
should adopt the Tenth Circuit’s reasoning in Acrey:

28

Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill at ¶5.

Exhibit 2 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, April 2009 Correspondence. Exhibit L, Affidavit of RL
Widmann at ¶6.
29

30

Exhibit 5 to Motion for Reinstatement of Employment, Affidavit of Ward Churchill at ¶7

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶6; Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at
¶8; Exhibit L, Affidavit of RL Widmann at ¶5.

31

Exhibit BB, Charlene Hunter, Churchill Wins: What it Was Like in the Courtroom, The Race to the
Bottom (April 2, 2009).
32
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The record contains examples of sharply conflicting evidence
about specific incidents reflecting on plaintiff’s job performance
and treatment. At best, these illustrate a poor working
relationship between the parties; at worst, an absence of mutual
trust. The district court’s decision that a productive and
amicable working relationship between the parties was not
feasible is supported by the record and hence not an abuse of
discretion.
Acrey v. American Sheep Industry Association, 981 F.2d 1569, 1576 (10th Cir. 1992). See also
Spulak v. K Mart Corporation, 894 F.2d 1150, 1158 (10th Cir. 1990) (determining that
reinstatement was not appropriate where “the antagonism between [the parties] has only
increased as a result of this litigation”).
Significantly, reinstating Professor Churchill has the potential to significantly harm
the Department of Ethnic Studies, which explains why so few of its members supported his
request for reinstatement. If the Court reinstates Professor Churchill, Dean Gleeson
reasonably believes that Professor Churchill would be in a position to adversely affect the
careers of any junior faculty who did not support his reinstatement. 33 The Department will
also suffer significant reputational damage if Professor Churchill returns, which would likely
cause junior faculty members to leave, 34 harm the Department’s ability to recruit new

33

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(c).

34

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(d); Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at

¶7(d).
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faculty members, 35 and make it more difficult for students graduating from Ethnic Studies to
obtain acceptance to graduate programs. 36 The Court can consider these harms to others
when determining whether reinstatement is appropriate. Ford Motor Company, v. EEOC, 458
U.S. 219, 239 (1982) (stating that trial courts may consider the rights of “innocent third
parties” when considering equitable remedies); Lander v. Lujan, 888 F.2d 153, 157
(D.C.Cir.1989) (stating that “[i]t may well be appropriate, perhaps even required,” that a
district court consider the impact of reinstatement upon other employees).
Not only is Professor Churchill wrong in his assessment of the jury’s verdict as a
vindication of his scholarship, he is wrong in his assertion that reinstatement is likely to
restore his scholarship in the public’s estimation. His reinstatement will instead harm the
University’s academic reputation and detract from its efforts to promote honesty and
integrity amongst its students. 37 Many prominent scholars of American Indian studies and
Native leaders and intellectuals have submitted affidavits detailing the specific harms that
reinstatement would cause to their communities and field of study. 38
Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(e); Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at
¶7(e); Exhibit L, Affidavit of RL Widmann at ¶8.
35

36

¶7(f).
37

Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶5(g); Exhibit J, Affidavit of Chancellor Philip DiStefano at
Exhibit I, Affidavit of Dean Todd Gleeson at ¶6(f); Exhibit L, Affidavit of RL Widmann at ¶7.

Exhibit M, Affidavit of Elizabeth Cook-Lynn; Exhibit N, Affidavit of Suzan Shown Harjo; Exhibit O,
Affidavit of Tom Holm; Exhibit P, Affidavit of John LaVelle; Exhibit Q, Affidavit of Patricia Jo King; Exhibit R,
Affidavit of David Bradley; Exhibit S, Affidavit of Robert Trepp; Exhibit T, Affidavit of Chadwick Smith; Exhibit
CC, Affidavit of Rhonda Kelly.
38
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Among them, for example, is Suzan Shown Harjo, President of The Morning Star
Institute, a national Indian rights organization, who writes:
Churchill has a public and classroom history of attacking Native
nations and people, and passing off as his own the ideas,
statements and histories of those he attacks. . . . I also fear the
fabrications, misrepresentations and twisted logic that he would
inflict on another generation of students. To avoid these harms,
I respectfully request that the Court deny Professor Churchill
reinstatement. 39
Similarly, Tom Holm, a Professor Emeritus in the American Indian Studies Program
at the University of Arizona, writes:
I know the field of Indian Studies well, along with Ward
Churchill’s place therein. I am deeply interested in the
scholarship performed by those who profess to speak on behalf
of Native American people. . . .
My reading of the problem today leads me to conclude that
Churchill should not be returned to his position at the
University of Colorado. I have never really considered
Churchill to be a scholar or journalist, but have always seen him
as a creative writer and essayist whose writings were
provocative but not well-documented or particularly
illuminating. Those of us who have been in the field have heard
these arguments before. Churchill attempts to pass ideology off
as theory. Ultimately, however, he should not be denied a
return to his position simply because a group of professors
believe that he’s a bad scholar. His return should be denied
because of the harm he has already done and the further harm
his haphazard scholarship will do to American Indian
academicians and students in the future. 40

39

Exhibit N, Affidavit of Suzan Shown Harjo at ¶12.

40

Exhibit O, Affidavit of Tom Holm at ¶¶7-8.
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Professor John P. LaVelle explains that the harm that Professor Churchill has caused
Native American scholars is not merely theoretical:
In my 1999 article in Wicazo Sa Review, for example, I list
numerous books and law review articles wherein scholars
unsuspectingly rely on an especially damaging fabrication of
Churchill’s . . . The problem of scholars’ unsuspecting reliance
upon Churchill’s fabrications and falsifications has continued
and can be expected to continue in the future. . . . If he is
reinstated to his former position, the additional harm Churchill
will do to these academic disciplines will be magnified, since his
misconduct will appear to have CU’s endorsement by virtue of
Churchill’s continuing official affiliation with the University, an
affiliation Churchill can be expected to emphasize. 41
And, in the final analysis, journalist Gary Kamiya may have best explained why reinstating
Professor Churchill to the University would cause more harm than good:
By overreaching, Churchill did damage to his field -- and that is
the thing that is hard to forgive. Along with slavery, the
destruction by whites of the Native American peoples and
cultures is the greatest stain on the history and conscience of
America. It is a tragedy and a crime that can never be undone,
one that calls out for unflinching historical research. By making
bogus claims about the crimes committed against American
Indians, Churchill gravely harmed the cause he purports to
support. 42
Neither the jury’s award nor the evidence lends itself to a conclusion that reinstatement is an
appropriate remedy. The Court should not remedy nominal harm with an order that will
undermine the University’s mission of scholarship.
41

Exhibit P, Affidavit of John LaVelle.

42

Exhibit U, Gary Kamiya, Ward Churchill’s Win is Scholarship’s Loss, Salon (April 9, 2009)
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III.

The Court Should Not Grant Any Equitable Relief to Professor Churchill, but if the
Court is So Inclined, It Should Award Only a Reasonable Amount of Front Pay

“Although front pay sometimes is appropriate when reinstatement is not possible, it
is not a mandatory remedy.” Starrett v. Wadley, 876 F.2d 808, 824 (10th Cir. 1989)
If the Court determines that Professor Churchill is entitled to any equitable relief, despite
the jury’s finding that he suffered only nominal damages, the University respectfully
contends that front pay, rather than reinstatement, is the appropriate equitable remedy.
In formulating a front pay award the Court, “must avoid granting the plaintiff a
windfall.” Whittington v. Nordam Group, Inc., 429 F.3d 986, 1001 (10th Cir. 2005); Mason v.
Okla. Turnpike Authority, 115 F.3d 1442, 1458 (10th Cir.1997). Among the factors that the
Court may consider are “the discharged employee’s duty to mitigate, the availability of
employment opportunities, the period within which one by reasonable efforts may be reemployed, the employee’s work and life expectancy, the discount tables to determine the
present value of future damages and other factors that are pertinent on prospective damages
awards.” Thornton, 961 F.Supp. at 1438-39. When reviewing a trial court’s rulings related
to front pay, an appellate court will not disturb them “absent a distinct showing it was based
on a clearly erroneous finding of fact or an erroneous conclusion of law or manifests a clear
error of judgment.” Whittington, 429 F.3d at 1000.
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A.

Efforts to Mitigate

The evidence presented at trial demonstrated that Professor Churchill has not made
any sustained or serious efforts to find employment, which should disqualify him from an
award of front pay. He did not produce any evidence showing that he applied for a single
teaching position at any college or university in the United States. Instead, when
interviewed a year after his termination, he stated that he had “received a few job offers
from other universities, but it would have to be the right circumstances for him to take
another faculty position.” 43 He explained, “There are lots of venues in which you can teach
and interact” and that he “is still publishing his research and booking speaking engagements
around the country, collecting as much as $11,000 per talk.” 44 He also claims to have given
more than 50 invited lectures since being terminated in July of 2007. 45
Under these circumstances, where Professor Churchill’s own statements establish
that he has not seriously pursued any efforts to gain comparable employment, has chosen to
give lectures and other presentations as a means of supplementing his income, and has even
“received a few job offers” that he declined to pursue, the Court should deny him an award
of front pay. See Denesha v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 161 F.3d 491, 502 (8th Cir.1998) (affirming

Exhibit V, Jefferson Dodge, The Firing of Ward Churchill: One Year Later – Former UCB Prof Taught,
Published, Gets PERA Checks, Silver & Gold Record (July 24, 2008).

43

Exhibit V , Jefferson Dodge, The Firing of Ward Churchill: One Year Later – Former UCB Prof Taught,
Published, Gets PERA Checks, Silver & Gold Record (July 24, 2008).
44

Exhibit W , Ward Churchill, The Myth of Academic Freedom: Experiencing the Application of Liberal
Principle in a Neoconservative Era, Works and Days, Vol. 26-27, Page 93, Footnote 429 (2008).
45
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denial of front pay where plaintiff attempted without success for six months to find
comparable employment and then took a lower-paying job, during which he applied only
once for employment in his area of expertise, and holding that “a plaintiff must make some
sustained minimal attempt to obtain comparable employment”); West v. Nabors Drilling USA,
Inc., 330 F.3d 379, 394 (5th Cir. 2003) (reversing award where “apart from obtaining
comparatively low-paying work with two companies, [the plaintiff] did not seek any other
employment and did not attempt to find substantially equivalent employment”).
B.

Expected Work Life

Professor Churchill is 61 years of age. The average retirement age of vested PERA
retirees, such as Professor Churchill, is 58. 46 Although, Professor Churchill’s economist
projected he would work until age 70, Professor Churchill indicated that, absent his lawsuit,
he “might have retired shortly of [his] own volition.” 47 He chose 70 as a potential retirement
age for purposes of litigation, stating “If it hadn’t been for the Regents doing what they did, I
might well be gone.” 48 The University respectfully requests that the Court not adopt an
artificially inflated retirement age that was chosen for the purposes of enhancing Professor
Churchill’s claims. Instead, the University respectfully contends that the Court should
determine either that he would have retired by the time of trial or shortly thereafter.
46

Exhibit X, Colorado Public Employees Retirement Association, PERA 101, Page 3 (Sept. 2008)

Exhibit Y, Associated Press, Churchill: “I’m Still Here” CU Professor Remains Defiant, Claims Progress. The
Daily Times-Call, (January 26, 2006).
47

48

Exhibit B, Amy Herdy, CU Prof Plans Tough Defense, Denver Post (March 31, 2005)
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C.

Actual Economic Loss

In his Expert Disclosures, Professor Churchill did not provide a calculation of
economic damages, but instead stated that he would provide this information in discovery. 49
In November 2008, Professor Churchill endorsed an economist, Jeffrey Opp, to quantify his
monetary losses. Mr. Opp’s October 28, 2008 report states that Professor Churchill’s total
calculated losses were $291,862, although the jury’s verdict results in reduction of that
calculation to $235,976. 50
In performing his calculations, Mr. Opp projected the salary that Professor Churchill
would earn between the date of his termination and retirement at age 70. He assumed that
Professor Churchill’s salary would begin at $96,392/year and provided a 4% annual wage
increase. 51
Mr. Opp correctly deducted $472,174 from Professor Churchill’s anticipated
earnings to account for the fact that he is currently receiving retirement benefits from PERA
as a long-standing University employee. As Professor Churchill described in an article that
he published this spring:
49

Plaintiff’s C.R.C.P. 26(a)(2)(B) Expert Disclosures at Page 84.

Exhibit Z, Report of Jeffrey Opp at Page 1. Mr. Opp’s calculation overstates the amount of damages
that Professor Churchill should be able to claim as front pay because it includes damages for past economic
loss through the date of trial that the jury declined to award. Removing those past damages through trial
results in a deduction of $55,886. Therefore, assuming that any calculation of front pay would begin on
April 5, 2009, the day after the jury’s verdict, Mr. Opp’s calculations through age 70 result in a total of
$235,976.
50

51

Exhibit Z, Report of Jeffrey Opp at Page 2.
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Although technically retired after 30 years in the Colorado state
personnel system - - which is to say, I enjoy an adequate
pension - - I continue to publish at a steady rate, have delivered
more than 50 invited lectures, and, at the request of a group of
politically motivated students, even taught a two semester noncredit course on the UCB campus during academic year
2007-08. 52
He also confirmed in an article entitled The Firing of Ward Churchill: One Year Later – Former
UCB Prof Taught Published, Gets PERA Checks that “his life hasn’t changed a whole lot since he
was dismissed by the Board of Regents one year ago today.” The article explained:
[Professor Churchill] still collects a paycheck that he says is
nearly as much as he received after deductions as an ethnic
studies faculty member at CU-Boulder, thanks to retiring with
more than 25 years of service in the Public Employees'
Retirement Association. . . . 53
Mr. Opp’s calculations demonstrate that Professor Churchill receives a monthly PERA
benefit of $5,701, which amounts to an annual PERA benefit of $68,409. 54 After the
Court offsets these benefits from any award of front pay, the present value of an award of
damages beginning on July 1, 2009 and ending two years later is $57,085. An award
ending at the conclusion of the 2012 academic year, during which Professor Churchill
would reach age 65, is $83,971.

Exhibit W. Ward Churchill, The Myth of Academic Freedom: Experiencing the Application of Liberal
Principle in a Neoconservative Era, Works and Days, Vol. 26-27, Page 93, Footnote 429, (2008).
52

Exhibit V, Jefferson Dodge, The Firing of Ward Churchill: One Year Later – Former UCB Prof Taught,
Published, Gets PERA Checks, Silver & Gold Record (July 24, 2008).

53

54

Exhibit Z, Report of Jeffrey Opp at Page 2.
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Despite the fact that it was part of his own expert’s calculations, Professor Churchill
may argue that the Court should not offset his PERA benefits against a potential award of
front pay. A trial court may exercise its discretion to include such an offset when fashioning
an equitable award. Lussier v. Runyon, 50 F.3d 1103, 1110 (1st Cir. 1995); Prince v. Suffolk
County Department of Health Services, 205 F.3d 1324, 2000 WL 232063, *2 (2nd Cir. 2000);
Dailey v. Societe Generale, 108 F.3d 451, 460 (2d Cir.1997); Guthrie v. J.C. Penney Co., 803
F.2d 202, 210 (5th Cir.1986); Rhodes v. Guiberson Oil Tools, 82 F.3d 615, 620-21 (5th Cir.
1996); Orzel v. City of Wauwatosa Fire Dep't, 697 F.2d 743, 756 (7th Cir.1983); EEOC v.
Sandia, 639 F.2d at 626-27 (10th Cir. 1980).
The First Circuit’s explained that “the decision as to whether to tailor a front pay
award to take into account collateral benefits is, and must be, within the equitable
discretion” of the trial court. Lussier, 50 F.3d at 1110. In contrast to an action for damages,
where the collateral source rule applies, “the nature and function of equity jurisprudence
guides [a court’s] reasoning” when fashioning equitable relief. Lussier, 50 F.3d at 1110-11.
“Equity is not blind to the reality of events” and denying trial courts the ability to weigh the
effect of these benefits “would offend the logic of equity.” Lussier, 50 F.3d at 1110-11. A trial
court must have the discretion to “prevent overcompensation.” Lussier, 50 F.3d at 1110-11.
The First Circuit’s reasoning is entirely consistent with the Colorado Court of
Appeals’ holding that “if a state employee is improperly terminated, that employee is
entitled to be reimbursed for any wage loss resulting from that improper termination. He or
29

she is not entitled to any ‘windfall,’ however.” Sutton v. University of Southern Colorado, 870
P.2d 650, 653 (Colo. App. 1994). Consequently, it was appropriate for the State Personnel
Board to offset PERA disability benefits from an employee’s backpay. Renteria v. Department
of Labor and Employment, 907 P.2d 619, 622-23 (Colo. App. 1994). The contributions of a
state employer for PERA disability benefits are the same as its contributions for PERA
retirement benefits. See C.R.S. §24-51-401 (mandating the percentage contributions of state
employers). Consequently, there is no reason for the Court to deny an offset that the Court
of Appeals has already determined to be appropriate.
If the Court awarded Professor Churchill front pay at his last salary ($96,392) and
did not offset his PERA distributions ($68,409), he would take home amounts totaling
$164,801 each year, a 67% raise. The offset is appropriate, for as Judge Carrigan explained
when construing the Tenth Circuit’s opinion in Sandia, “[I]t is this Court's conclusion that it
is fairer to require that the pension benefits be deducted from any back pay award. This
holding will neither provide the defendant a windfall nor prevent the plaintiff from being
made whole. To hold otherwise would exceed the purposes of the back pay provision and
the collateral source rule and might well result in a windfall to the plaintiff.” Wise v. Olan
Mills Inc. of Texas, 495 F.Supp. 257, 260 (D.Colo. 1980).
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Conclusion
The jury determined that Professor Churchill suffered a nominal injury and provided
legally sufficient compensation for that injury. Despite Professor Churchill’s efforts to
recast the jury’s verdict in a light that would make reinstatement or other equitable relief
appear appropriate, he cannot escape the fact that the jury determined he suffered no actual
injury. Because granting reinstatement or other equitable relief would disregard the jury’s
verdict and unjustly enrich Professor Churchill, the University respectfully requests that the
Court deny Professor Churchill any equitable relief.

Dated this 20th day of May, 2009.
OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY COUNSEL
s/ Patrick T. O’Rourke
______________________________________
Patrick T. O’Rourke
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